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Introduction from the Chairs
Most esteemed IsarMUN delegates,
Welcome to IsarMUN 2018, we would like to congratulate you on being chosen to
participate in this conference and look forward to meeting you in the coming weeks.
The Secretariat has planned a fantastic conference in Munich, which will truly stand
out as a MUN conference to remember.
Whether you are advanced or a complete beginner, IsarMUN will guide you through
the experience. We will be there as chairs to guide you through the conference and
ensure that you can engage to the fullest with debates in NATO. For a few days, you
will take on the role of diplomats within one of the world’s most important organisations
and find solutions to enduring security problems.
One fantastic quality of MUN is the ability to meet people from around the world. This
being said, we would like to introduce ourselves as chairs,
and welcome you to NATO:
Head Chair:
Bennett is a Politics student at the University of York, who is
spending a year studying abroad in Konstanz. He currently
serves as Secretary General of YorkMUN, and has attended
conferences throughout the UK and Europe.

Assistant Chair:
Teja has become a part of MUN community soon after she
started her Bachelors of International Relations at Ljubljana’s
Faculty of Social Sciences. She fell in love with the role of a
delegate, passionately defending her country, after attending
MUNs southern of the Slo venian border. After getting a taste
of what presiding over a committee feels like, she went on to
be a chair at different conferences across Europe, including
IsarMUN 2017.

Assistant Chair:
Amanda is a 22-year-old student from Slovenia. Pursuing her
bachelor degree in International Relations at the University of
Ljubljana she is very interested in international politics,
security and diplomacy. She is also a leader of the central
region of th e Union of the students clubs of Slovenia, a
member of its Security Council and an active member of her
local student club.

III

Introduction to the Committee
The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, also known as the North Atlantic Alliance, is
essentially an intergovernmental political and military alliance between numerous North
American and European states. The NATO is comprised of 29 member states, three of
whom (the United States of America. France and the United Kingdom) are permanent
members of the United Nations Security Council; holding veto power and are officially
nuclear-weapon states. Along with their member states, an additional 21 states are
actively involved in their Partnership for Peace programme and another 15 participating
in dialogue programs. The combined military spending of NATO States consists of 70%
of the global total1.
One of the pivotal aspects of NATO is the belief that an attack against one member is
essentially an attack against all, known as the principle of collective defense2. This is
codified in Article 5 of the Washington Treaty which was signed on the 4th of April in
1949. Since the inception of NATO, Article 5 has been invoked once, in response to the
9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States. NATO troops were deployed to Afghanistan
under the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force (ISAF)3.
The outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950 solidified the grave threat of Communistic
states working together, and forced the alliance to form military plans. The Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers of Europe (SHAPE) was established to oversee the forces
in Europe with the Supreme Allied Commander Dwight D. Eisenhower in January 1951.
The position of Supreme Allied Commander is always assigned to an American 4 star
general and the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander is always a general from the
United Kingdom4
After the Cold War and the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact in 1991, NATO had to
seriously re-evaluate its purpose, nature, tasks and their focus on the continent of
Europe. Between 1994 to 1997, regional cooperation initiatives were launched including
the Mediterranean Dialogue and the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council. Several former
Communist states such as Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland were invited to join
NATO on the 8th of July 1997. They all willingly did so in 1999. Membership continued
to be extended to numerous other Central and Eastern European states. The most
recent member of NATO, Montenegro joined on the 5th of June 2017. NATO currently
recognises Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia and Macedonia as aspiring members.

1

The SIPRI Military Expenditure Database. Retrieved 19 June 2010 from https://sipri.org/databases/milex.
NATO Welcome Page. Retrieved 19 June 2017 from http://www.nato.int/nato-welcome/
3
Counter-piracy operations”. North Atlantic Treaty Organisation. Retrieved on 19 June 2017.
4
SHAPE Welcome Page-http://www.shape.nato.int/. Retrieved on 19 June 2017.
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IV

Topic A- Countering Hybrid Threats
1. Introduction to Topic A
''Hybrid threats combine conventional and unconventional, military and non-military
activities that can be used in a coordinated manner by state or non-state actors to
achieve specific political objectives'' 5 . Hybrid campaigns combine coercive and
subversive measures, use conventional and unconventional tactics and are designed
to be difficult to detect or attribute. Their main task is to create confusion and to
hinder swift and effective decision-making 6 . Besides cyberattacks on energy
supplies, financial streams or information systems 7 , propaganda, disinformation,
deception, sabotage and other non-military tactics belong under the category of a
hybrid threat. What all of them have in common is their intention: make the line
between war and peace blurry8.
The majority of hybrid threats has been present for a long time and are nothing
particularly new. What makes this a somewhat new phenomenon is their ''speed,
scale and intensity, facilitated by rapid technological change and global
interconnectivity9''. NATO's strategy remains that of a defender of the ''Alliance and
all Allies against any threat, whether conventional or hybrid''10. In order to combat
such threats requiring new partners, new processes, and new ways of thinking,
outweighs requiring new capabilities11.
The reason to use hybrid warfare is to influence a target population whether that is
policy makers or civilians who respond with panic or fear to an information leak. ''The
aggressor often resorts to clandestine actions, to avoid attribution or retribution.
Without a credible smoking gun, NATO will find it difficult to agree on an
intervention''12. Practically speaking any threat can be considered as hybrid ''as long
as it is not limited to a single form and dimension of warfare''13. The majority of
conflicts in the history have used ''asymmetries that exploit an opponent’s
weaknesses, thus leading to complex situations involving regular/irregular and
conventional/unconventional tactics.'' 14 Cyberwarfare thus has not completely
changed the nature of warfare but rather upgraded it to a new level and ''expanded
its use in a new dimension''15.
Because of the aforementioned reasons, ''hybrid threat'' is considered an umbrella
term under which different ''circumstances and actions, such as terrorism, migration,

5

European Union – External Action.’’A Europe that Protects: Countering Hybrid Threats’’
ibidem
7
Ibidem.
8
NATO. ''NATO's response to hybrid threats''
9
Ibidem.
10
Ibidem.
11
Michael Miklaucic, ''NATO Countering Hybrid Threat,''
12
Peter Pindjak, ''Deterring Hybrid Warfare: a Chance for NATO and EU to work together?,'' NATO Review
13
Damien van Puyvelde, ''Hybrid war – does it even exist?,'' NATO Review
14
Ibidem.
15
Ibidem.
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piracy, corruption, ethnic conflict etc. fall''16. NATO is able to face the ''adaptive and
systematic use of such means singularly and in combination by adversaries in pursuit
of long-term political objectives, as opposed to their more random occurrence, driven
by coincidental factors'' 17 . One must emphasize that hybrid threats are not
exclusively used by asymmetric or non-state actors, but also by the states18. Why
states like to use them is the fact that they can be non-attributable and used in
situations where overt actions are not permitted. The NATO Capstone Concept
defines hybrid threats as, “those posed by adversaries, with the ability to
simultaneously employ conventional and non-conventional means adaptively in
pursuit of their objectives.”19. With no specific reference to state adversaries, this
definition puts forward the ambiguity of the enemy, as well as the combination of
''conventional and unconventional nature of the threat itself'20.
In order to counter hybrid threats one needs to firstly understand them and their
innovative use ''of existing capabilities to meet these new challenges''21 instead of
developing new hardware. Hybrid threats such as terrorism, trans-national crime,
violent extremism are consequences of other causes such as poverty, ethnic strife,
that do not fall under the technical competence of most military organizations22 .
Treating the consequences thus prevents actions in the short term, whereas for a
long term solution must address the root causes. Since NATO is an organisation of
many states with many interests and their actions can only start with consensus,
solving fundamental problems becomes more difficult to achieve, and remains ''a
challenge of political agreement and thus of diplomacy''23. Because of that, when
there is no political agreement; NATO may have to just treat the symptoms and
consequences. ''In such cases, the participation of non-military organizations will
enrich the military’s understanding of the challenge they face''24.

2.Discussion of the topic
The European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats characterises a
hybrid threat as:
-

-

‘‘Coordinated and synchronised action that deliberately targets democratic states
and institutions systemic vulnerabilities, through a wide range of means (political,
economic, military, civil, and information).
Activities exploit the thresholds of detection and attribution as well as the border
between war and peace.

16

Michael Miklaucic, ''NATO Countering Hybrid Threat,''
Ibidem.
18
ibidem
19
Ibidem.
20
Ibidem.
21
ibidem
22
ibidem
23
ibidem
24
Ibidem.
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-

The aim is to influence different forms of decision making at the local (regional),
state, or institutional level to favour and/or gain the agent’s strategic goals while
undermining and/or hurting the target.’’25

Hybrid threats befall under the term “Hybrid Warfare”, which is a new concept
developed due to the immense technological advancement of the modern era. Hybrid
Warfare is a type of military strategy that includes political warfare and blends together
conventional warfare, irregular warfare and cyberwarfare. However, hybrid threats put
at risk not only the military and state-owned contractors, but also private companies
and individuals, which requires an entirely new approach to security which has to be
developed in order to tackle the challenges of new technologies.

In this chapter we will discuss first the origins of hybrid threats to security, analyse the
previously achieved agreements and approaches, and see into the current status in
the field of cybersecurity and hybrid warfare.

2.1 Historical background
Although during the course of time there have been several examples of
nonconventional warfare, the hybrid warfare is a relatively new phenomenon therefore
it does not have an extensive historical background. Since the fall of the Soviet Union,
the international community has been organised in a more or less unipolar system of
American predominance in which unconventional challenges to the idea of traditional
state-on-state war are increasingly prevalent. The preponderance of American military
power has caused conflicts in Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, and the South
China Sea, which have given rise to a method of war that attempts to leverage the
weaknesses of conventional military structure. In order to face the threats that the
organized conventional structures present, the alternative methods of warfare had to
be developed. Where wars traditionally have regular and irregular components in
different areas of operation, modern hybrid war has the tendency to combine these
aspects. Modern hybrid war practitioners apply “conventional capabilities, irregular
tactics and formations, and terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence, coercion,
and criminal activity” simultaneously. 26 Major powers have historically sponsored
irregular fighters and non-state actors in the execution of broader military campaigns,
and modern examples such as Iranian support to Hezbollah and other Shia militant
groups are continuations of these policies. The Israel-Hezbollah War of 2006 showed
that although the concept of hybrid war is not new, the sophistication and lethality of
non-state actors, along with their ability to persist within the modern state system, is a
new occurrence.27

Due to the accessibility of old conventional weapons at low prices, pairing them with
new technologies of cell phones, portable laptops and smarter tracking devices, the
unconventional warfare has become the major activity of non-governmental
25

The European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats. COUNTERING HYBRID THREATS.
Alex Deep. Hybrid War: Old Concept, New Techniques.
27
Ibidem.
26
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contractors. The usage of hybrid threats has been largely observed during the ISIL
Crisis and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, as well as the Syrian conflict. Since 2016
Hybrid Warfare was a hot topic between the United States of America (USA) and
Russia as well, mainly due to the USA accusing Russia of using hybrid warfare as a
means of interfering in the domestic affairs of its neighbouring countries (Ukraine and
Syria), however the USA has been accused of spurring the revolutions and uprisings
in those very same countries.28

2.2 Agreements/actions
The NATO closely cooperates with the European Union (EU) on the topic of Hybrid
Threats, because 22 out of 29 NATO allies are members of the EU as well. Hybrid
CoE - The European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats has been
established in 2017 as a result of a joined cooperation between the two organizations.
Its objectives are the following:
‘‘to encourage strategic-level dialogue and consulting between and among
Participants, the EU and NATO;
to investigate and examine hybrid influencing targeted to Western democracies by
state and non-state actors and to map participants vulnerabilities and improve their
resilience and response
to conduct tailored training and arrange scenario-based exercises for practitioners
aimed at enhancing the Participants’ individual capabilities, as well as interoperability
between and among Participants, the EU and NATO for countering hybrid threats;
to conduct research and analysis into hybrid threats and methods to counter such
threats;
to engage with and invite dialogue with governmental, non-governmental experts and
practitioners from a wide range of professional sectors and disciplines aiming at
improving situational awareness of hybrid threats.’’29

NATO’s reaction to the challenge of hybrid warfare has been closely tied to the EU,
but nevertheless NATO has also undertaken some independent action towards the
tackling of this challenge. Since 2015 the NATO has a strategy on its role in countering
hybrid threats under the motto of prepare, deter, defend which mainly entails gathering
and assessing information, being prepared to react swiftly and protect its Member
States.30 In July 2018, NATO leaders agreed to set up counter-hybrid support teams,
which provide tailored targeted assistance to Allies upon their request, in preparing for
and responding to hybrid activities. Joint Intelligence and Security Division has a

28

Ibidem.
The European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats.
30
NATO’s strategy: prepare, deter, defend.
29
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hybrid analysis branch that helps improve situational awareness, and the Alliance is
actively countering propaganda with facts both online and in print.31

2.3 Consequences of the events
Since the establishment of the Hybrid CoE the organization has been gaining new
member states and developing new areas of operation; there are currently two
Communities of Interest (COI) which are the main focus point of the body. The first
one is the Hybrid Influence COI, which looks at how state and non-state actors
conduct influence activities targeted at member states and institutions, as part of a
hybrid campaign. The Vulnerabilities and Resilience COI focuses on understanding
member states’ and institutions’ vulnerabilities and improving their resilience by
sharing best practices, developing new policy proposals and identifying topics to be
studied further. The aim of the COI is also to improve public-private partnership in
countering hybrid threats.32

3. Bloc positions
NATO VS RUSSIA
The relationship between NATO members and Russia has always been tense. The
fact that Russia very extensively wants to exert power in regions such as the Baltic
and part of Eastern Europe does not help the relations either. Recently Russian
actions such as subversion, propaganda and cyberwarfare, have used ''to undermine
the West without triggering a full NATO military response'' 33 . Russian President
Vladimir Putin's use of hybrid warfare tactics in Russia's neighbouring states can be
considered as a threat to NATO's ability to defend its eastern border34. Russians who
perceive NATO as a threat to their own security and their interests in the Baltic for
example have been focusing on the non-traditional military campaigns, that make it
difficult for NATO to ''counter destabilization efforts, information operations,
cyberattacks, disinformation, propaganda, and psychological operations''35. Since the
Soviet Union collapsed and Russia emerged as a regional power more than a decade
later, the country’s use of hybrid warfare became very frequent and a part of the
national security strategy, especially when dealing with the West 36 . ‘’Without the
overwhelming conventional force needed to stare down NATO and reclaim the lands it
lost in the crumbling of the Soviet bloc, Russia has had to turn to other means to
maximize its advantages and minimize its weaknesses’’37. Because of the country’s
geographical position, Russia is vulnerable on its western part, where it is separated
from Europe's biggest powers only by the vast Northern European Plain38 . ''As a

31

NATO’s response to hybrid threats.
Hybrid CoE – COI.
33
The Japan Times. ''NATO should 'hybrit warfare' response trigger: special rapporteur,'' The Japan Times
34
Ibidem.
35
ibidem
36
Business Insider. 'This is why Russia is increasingly turning to hybrid warfare', Business Insider
37
Ibidem.
38
ibidem
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result, the borderlands caught in the middle have traditionally been the site of constant
competition and conflict''39.
The tension between NATO and Russia only strengthened, because of the United
States' ascent in the international community and ’’its alignment with Western Europe
against Russia''40. The spread of the European Union and NATO in recent decades
has only reminded Russia of the threat — one that could prove existential — looming
on its doorstep41.
NATO members have not yet been directly challenged by Russians, however
cyberspace knows no borders. Disinformation and propaganda that has been used in
the Baltic region have been used to misinform, destabilise and divide societies42 .
Russian backing and arming of separatist in eastern Ukraine, pro-Russian media
strategies, and especially annexation of Crimea in 2014, by deploying ''little green
men'', troops in unmarked uniforms do not make either of the sides feel any safer43.
Thus they have an even better excuse to resort to hybrid warfare. Russia hasn't
stopped there, either, launching similar operations against Ukraine's Western allies
(including meddling in the U.S. presidential election) and Western-leaning countries in
Moscow's backyard44.
BALTIC REGION
Since the annexation of Crimea and the outbreak of war in eastern Ukraine in 2014
Russia started with a campaign focusing on disinformation of people targeting Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania45. The Baltic region has been a Russian interest for a while now
and ''Moscow and NATO’s duelling rhetoric and actions, have only further inflamed
tensions in the Baltic''46. The countries are all members of NATO, so it was no surprise
that they turned to the collective defence organisation, because of the danger of being
the flashpoint with Russia. Since the number of airspace violations conducted by
Russia, Sweden (not a NATO member), remilitarised the island of Gotland in the Baltic
Sea for the first time after the end of Cold War47.
Consequent cyber threats have been targeting the Baltic countries: from sudden
cellular service blackout 48 in Latvia, cyberattacks on government departments in
Lithuania, abduction of Estonian intelligence officers ''in a high-profile incident
involving smoke grenades at a customs post near the border; he was later released in

39

ibidem
ibidem
41
ibidem
42
The Japan Times. ''NATO should 'hybrit warfare' response trigger: special rapporteur,''
The Japan Times
43
Agence France-Presse. 'NATO, EU To Work Against 'Hybrid Warfare' , Defense News
44
Business Insider. 'This is why Russia is increasingly turning to hybrid warfare', Business Insider
45
Reid Standish and Emiliy Tamkin. 'Europe and U.S. Move to Fight Russian Hybrid Warfare,'
Foreign Policy
46
ibidem
47
ibidem
48
The service has been out for 7 hours, which is highly unusal for the technologically developed country
such as Latvia.
40
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a prisoner swap''49. NATO's other members responded with fielding tanks and train
troops in the Baltic countries and Poland in order to deter the Russian military
presence. Russian misinforming the population in the Baltic countries with fake stories,
set up photos and propaganda to confuse civilians and policymakers in the countries.
In the case of Latvia this revolved around undermining its membership in EU and
NATO, inciting people to turn against each other in order to plant divisions in the
societies through LGBT rights and discrimination of the country’s ethnic Russian
population50.

GERMANY
Germany has also been a target of cyberattacks of Russian hackers, when they
attacked the Bundestag. ''Germany’s domestic intelligence service has warned
German policymakers of Russia’s attempts to influence the parliamentary election in
September 2017'' 51 . Russia has interest in influencing German decision-makers
especially because of the Germany's role in the European context, the country being
an important force in EU and NATO. ''Additionally, the German government, in close
coordination with France, represents the Western part of the Normandy format, the
main group of negotiators working to resolve the Ukrainian conflict''52, that is why
Moscow has a big interest in influencing the opposing negotiating side.

NATO’S COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS AND STATES
Since the organisation wants to do as much as possible to maintain the safety of its
members. To eliminate threats at NATO’s borders and strengthen the Committee’s
workings, NATO cooperates and coordinates its plans with countries such as Finland,
Sweden and Ukraine and organisations such as the European Union to counter hybrid
threats and enhance resilience53. ‘’As part of their increasingly closer cooperation,
NATO and the EU have stepped up their cooperation on dealing with hybrid threats,
with a special focus on countering cyber attacks’’54.

4. Points a Resolution Should Address
The Outcome Document should provide answers to the following points:
- The NATO has a formed a plan to protect its Member States, while the external
response has not yet been addressed. What is the role of the NATO in prevention of
hybrid threats globally?
- How can NATO address the usage of unconventional warfare by major global
powers, mainly Russia?
49

Ibidem.
ibidem
51
Kahan Sahin. 'Germany Confronts Russian Hybrid Warfare,' Carnegie Europe
52
Ibidem.
53
NATO. ''NATO's response to hybrid threats''
54
ibidem
50
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- Not all of the Allies are members of the Hybrid CoE; should the membership be
mandatory if successful countering of the hybrid threats is to be achieved?
- A common strategy for achieving cybersecurity has been developed; should the
Member States be required to take some extra security measures by themselves as
well?

5. Further reading
For further reading we suggest visiting the internet page of the NATO and the Hybrid
CoE to better understand the actions that have been taken so far, and the areas of
hybrid threats that have not yet been directly addressed and acted upon. Some
countries often issue their Foreign Policy documents or strategies on important topics,
therefore we propose visiting the page of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the Foreign
Office of the country which you will be representing.

We recommend reading the General Report 166 DSC 15 on Hybrid Threats by Julio
Miranda Calha to the Parliamentary Assembly of the NATO from 10. October 2015
which is available on the following link: https://www.nato-pa.int/document/2015-166dsc-15-e-bis-hybrid-warfare-calha-report.
We further recommend reading the Annex to the Joint Declaration by the President of
the European Council, the President of the European Commission and the Secretary
General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization of 2016 which is available here:
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_138829.htm.
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Topic B – NATOs Role in the Mediterranean
1. Introduction to Topic B
Throughout history, the Mediterranean has been fought over for its strategic and
economic value. Romans, Persians and Greeks alike have lost and won battles over
controlling vital trade routes and strategic positions in the Mediterranean Sea. Today,
the NATO Alliance considers the Mediterranean, or the so-called “Southern Front”, to
be an area of vital security importance. Numerous growing terrorist, military and
migrant problems within the Mediterranean and countries on the Mediterranean pose
significant threats to the stability of NATO. It is the task of delegates in NATO to
consider how to solve these problems and strive for consensus with other members of
the Alliance.
The Mediterranean presents a variety of security problems to the NATO alliance. In
early 2015, ISIS forces in Libya took control of the coastal town of Sirte, subsequently
gaining access to over 100km of Mediterranean coastline. Although losing the town in
December last year55, terrorist forces are still active in Libya, with Italy fearing that
thousands of potential ISIS forces posing as Libyan refugees have slipped into
Europe56. In any case, the threat of terrorism in Mediterranean countries acts as a
clear security risk to southern NATO Member States.
NATO subsequently has taken further action to stem the migrant crisis by deploying
ships to the Aegean Sea to combat the increasing flow of refugees from the Middle
East57. Issues are further complicated by the rising number of Russian warships
patrolling the East Mediterranean 58 . Close Russian-Syrian relations in particular
demand a greater Alliance ship presence in the Mediterranean in order to deter any
possible Russian attack. Given that many Member States are reducing rather than
increasing defence spending, NATO maritime forces in the Mediterranean are
increasingly overstretched as they attempt to tackle terrorist, migrant and Russian
threats at the same time. With this in mind, the security of Europe is increasingly at
risk due to a myriad of threats in the Mediterranean.
In light of the growing security problems on NATO’s southern front, Member-States
have to increasingly guarantee the security of Non-Member States such as Libya in
order to protect themselves. In short, NATO has to look outward to protect itself. The
complicated and interconnected problems facing the southern members of NATO call
for innovative solutions and collaborative efforts from members of the Alliance.

55

Wintour, P., (2016), Isis loses control of Libyan city of Sirte, Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/dec/05/isis-loses-control-of-libyan-city-of-sirte
56
Tondo, L., Messina, P., Wintour, P., (2017), Italy fears Isis fighters slip into Europe posing as injured
Libyans, Guardian; https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/apr/28/islamic-state-fighters-infiltrate-europeposing- injured-libyan-soldiers
57
NATO, (2016), Assistance for the refugee and migrant crisis in the Aegan sea;
http://www.nato.int/cps/in/natohq/topics_128746.htm
58
Davis, J., (2017), Russia Sends Heavily Armed Ships Into The Mediterranean, Western Jouranlism;
http://www.westernjournalism.com/russia-sends-heavily-armed-ship-mediterranean/
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2.Discussion of the topic
2.1 Historical background
1971

2003

2006

September
2008

Syria leases Tartus naval base to Russia.
Iran begins testing medium range ballistic missiles that are capable of reaching
Mediterranean NATO Members.
Syrian government begins expanding the Tartus naval base in order to
increase Russia’s naval presence in the Mediterranean.

Ten Russian warships dock in the Tartus naval base in Syria.

February

Anti-Gadaffi protests in Libya during the Arab Spring begin to spark tensions

2011

between pro-government and rebel groups.

March 2011

UN Security Council authorises NATO airstrikes in Libya to protect civilians.

January 2012

Infighting between Libyan rebel forces - who have recently overthrown the
Gadaffi regime - begins.

July 2012

The European migrant crisis intensifies as thousands leave Aleppo for Turkey.

October 2013

A shipwreck off the Italian coast leaves 150 African migrants dead.
A full-scale civil war in Libya begins between rebel groups. Some

May 2014

commentators consider NATO’s intervention to have led to widespread
instability within Libya. The conflict precipitates the growth of Islamic State
forces in Libya.

August 2014

A boat with 250 refugees off the coast of Libya capsizes.

April 2015

Several boats carrying refugees through the Mediterranean capsize, leaving
700 dead.
Iran agrees to reduce its uranium stockpile by 98% over a course of 15 years

July 2015

under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action5. Some fear Iran still has the
potential to develop weapons that could reach Mediterranean members of
NATO.

November
2015

A wave of terrorist attacks in Paris lead to the death of 130 people. Terrorists
Ahmad Al-Mohammad and M al-Mahmood are suspected to have travelled to
France by posing as migrants6.
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December
2015
December
2016

Julu 2016

The number of migrants reaching Europe by the Mediterranean reaches one
million in total.

Pro-government Libyan forces drive ISIS out of the coastal town of Sirte.
July 2016 – A key turning point in EU-NATO relations is the signing of the 2016
Joint-Declaration. Here the two organizations suggest a number of new areas
for cooperation, including cyber security, hybrid threats, and most important for
us, maritime security59
Evidence is found that Syrian government forces used Sarin gas against the

April 2017

rebel stronghold of Idlib. Assad has a number of potential chemical weapon
delivery systems, including Scud-B missiles with a range of 300km.

April 2017

Putin increases Russian naval presence in the Mediterranean in response to
the American missile attack on Syrian Government forces.

April 2017

Putin steps up Russian naval presence in the Mediterranean Sea as response
to the US military strike on Syria,

May 2017

Egypt begins deploying air strikes against Jihadist camps in Dena.

March 2018

The International Organisation for Migrants states that both the number of
migrants reaching the Mediterranean, and the number killed during transit, has
fallen by over half between 2017 and 2018. The IOM attributes this to
increased maritime patrols and more restrictive policies to migrants across
Europe60

July 2018

Joint Declaration on EU-NATO Cooperation encourages the increased
cooperation between the two organizations61. More interestingly whilst the
2016 Declaration encouraged maritime cooperation, this declaration more
specifically comments on the success of EU-NATO migrant policies. Secondly,
it draws emphasis on strengthening the security capacity of EU/NATO
neighbours to the south and east.

59

European Council, (2016), EU-NATO Joint Declaration; http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/pressreleases/2016/07/08/eu-nato-joint-declaration/
60
Goebel, N. (2018), Fewer migrants enter Europe via the Mediterranean Sea, says UN Agency, DW:
https://www.dw.com/en/fewer-migrants-enter-europe-via-the-mediterranean-sea-says-un-agency/a-42800544
61
Commission, (2018), Joint Declaration on EU-NATO Cooperation, EU;
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/36096/nato_eu_final_eng.pdf
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2.2 Agreements/actions
a) Mediterranean Dialogue - 1994
Until 1994 NATO had paid little attention to the Mediterranean. NATO’s role in the
Mediterranean began with the 1994 Mediterranean Dialogue 62 . The dialogue is a
proactive diplomacy forum including seven non-NATO members including: Algeria,
Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia. The belief was that security in
the NATO Alliance was only possible if security was guaranteed in the Mediterranean.
The Dialogue involved a number of principles including non-discrimination,
inclusiveness and two-way engagement to create mutual understanding between
NATO and non-NATO member countries, and dispel any misconceptions about
NATO63..
However, the process itself has been criticised for lacking any clear focus on how to
actually achieve security in the Mediterranean. Given that NATO is dependent on
commitments provided from Member-State governments, some scholars found that
only a few Member States actually want to spend their resources on a Mediterranean
Initiative, these being Mediterranean NATO members. NATO’s intervention in Libya
also has damaged The Alliance’s reputation in the Sahara-Maghreb, making future
dialogue and diplomacy difficult between NATO and non-NATO members64..
b) Operation Active Endeavour – 2001
Launched after 9/11, NATO aimed to deter terrorist activity in the Mediterranean by
increasing warship presence in the area65. By patrolling and monitoring ships in the
Mediterranean, NATO helped secure one of the most intense trade routes in the world.
By deploying ships in the region, The Alliance aimed not only to deter terrorist activity
but monitor the proliferation and transit of weapons of mass destruction. Greece, Italy,
Spain and Turkey contributed directly to the operation with naval assets, whilst fast
patrol boats were provided from Denmark, Norway and Germany.
a. Operation Unified Protector - 2011
Authorised by UN Security Council Resolution 197366, the Alliance used all means
necessary, short of foreign occupation to protect Libyan citizens. Primarily this
involved the use of air-strikes against Gadaffi’s force, however NATO also issued an
Alliance-wide arms embargo on Libya as well as a no-fly zone67.
b. NATO assistance to EU Sophia Operation

62

See; NATO, (2015), Mediterranean Dialogue; http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics_52927.htm
Lesser, I., Larrabee, S., Green, J., (1998), NATO’s Mediterranean Initiative: Policy Issues and Dilemmas,
California: Rand Publishers
64
Dokos, T., (2012), The evolving security in the eastern Mediterranean: is NATO still a relevant actor?,
Southeast European and Black Sea Studies, 12(4): pp.575-590
65
See; NATO, (2016), Operation Active Endeavour;
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_7932.htm?selectedLocale=en
66
United Nations Security Council, (2011), Resolution 1973;
http://www.nato.int/nato_static/assets/pdf/pdf_2011_03/20110927_110311-UNSCR-1973.pdf
67
See; NATO, (2012), Operation Unified Protector; http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/71679.htm
63
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Titled EU NAVFOR MED
Sophia, or more commonly
known as Operation Sophia, the
EU has begun to combat high
levels of terrorism in the Aegean
Sea. NATO has provided
assistance to this operation by
deploying ships in the Aegean
Sea to deter immigration from
Western Turkey into Greece 68 .
NATO assistance also sought to
reduce the level of illegal
trafficking in the Aegean Sea69,
as well as stemming the flow of
migrants from North Africa into
Italy. Operation Sophia has preceded in four distinct phases:

1. Initial stage aims for heightened patrols and monitor of smuggling vessels on the high
seas
2. EU/NATO patrol ships are mandated to board, search, seize, disrupt and diversion
those suspected to be smuggling. This stage is still ongoing
3. The prior operation is extended to Libyan waters, either with UN Security Council
approval or permission from the Libyan government. Currently neither has been
achieved.
4. Operation Sophia is confirmed to achieved its mission and it is terminated.
In response to mixed success in phase two, the European Council in 2016 allowed
EU/NATO troops to train the Libyan coastguard to seize and repel migrants. This, in
turn, has led to huge opposition from human rights activists who argue that the EU is
“deputizing the Libyan coastguard” 70 . Their argument is that this new element of
Operation Sophia violates the non-refouelement principle in international law, as it
denies the right of those in Libya to leave the country. The instability, violence and
chaos within Libya means people trying to escape are only sent back into danger by
the Libyan coastguard. The proper EU/NATO response, they argue, should be to solve

68

NATO, (2016), NATO’s Deployment in the Aegan Sea;
http://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/pdf_2016_10/20161025_1610-factsheet-aegean-seaeng.pdf
69
MacAskill, E., (2016), NATO Sends Patrol to Eastern Mediterranean to combat people smuggling, The
Guardian; https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/feb/11/nato-tasks-naval-patrol-with-combattingpeople-smuggling-in- the-mediterranean
70
Riddervold, M. (2018), A humanitarian mission in line with human rights? Assessing Sophia, the EU’s
naval response to the migration crisis, European Security, 27(2), pp.158-174
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the situation in Libya directly rather than effectively quarantining Libyan waters and
trapping migrants inside71.
c. Operation Sea Guardian – 2016 (Ongoing)
As part of the Alliance Maritime Strategy72 set out in 2011, in July 2016 at the Warsaw
Summit NATO leaders set out to devise a comprehensive strategy for the
Mediterranean: Operation Sea Guardian 73 . The Operation has seven possible
missions: maritime situational awareness, freedom of navigation, maritime interdiction,
countering the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, protecting critical
infrastructure, countering terrorism at sea and maritime security capacity-building.
Currently, only three of these are being carried out: it is providing support to maritime
situational awareness and to counter-terrorism at sea, and contributing to maritime
security capacity-building. Delegates in NATO will have to consider whether the
missions should be changed.
More specifically, a number of aims of the Operation include monitoring the transit of
weapons of mass destruction by monitoring trade ships in the Mediterranean,
defending the Mediterranean against maritime terrorism all whilst upholding the
freedom of navigation in the Mediterranean.

2.3 Current issues
a) Increased Russian presence in the Mediterranean Sea
NATO was originally formed as a security alliance amongst the Western Bloc during
the Cold War to counter the Warsaw Pact, the alliance of communist countries led by
the Soviet Union. Although the Soviet Union formally collapsed in 1991, NATO has
had to re-adjust itself to a newly emerging Russian Federation. Increased Russian
troops along the Baltic states has led to fears of a possible Russian invasion74, with
NATO deploying air policing missions to deter a Russian threat75. At the same time,
the increasing number of Russian ships being deployed to the Eastern Mediterranean
out of the Black sea poses a clear security risk to southern NATO members such as
Croatia, Turkey and Greece.
During the Cold War the Soviet Union was able to maintain a significant naval
presence in the Mediterranean. With the collapse of the Soviet Union however, the
Black Sea Fleet, Russia’s primary naval force in the Mediterranean, was trapped in the
Black Sea. In order to reach the Mediterranean from the Black Sea, ships must pass
through the Dardanelles and Bosporus straits, currently controlled by NATO member

71

Human Rights Watch, (2016), EU/NATO: Europe’s Plans Endangers Foreigners in Libya,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/07/06/eu/nato-europes-plan-endangers-foreigners-libya
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NATO, (2011), Alliance Maritime Strategy; http://www.nato.int/cps/on/natohq/official_texts_75615.htm
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NATO, (2016), Operation Sea Guardian;
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Farand, C., (2017), Kremlin misinformation campaign aims to destabilise Baltics, say officials, The
Independent; http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/lithuania-russia-invasion-kremlinmisinformation-fake-news- baltics-destabilise-defense-minister-a7664201.html
75
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Turkey. During the 1990s therefore it was not necessary to station a large NATO
maritime force in the Mediterranean76.
With the military and economic growth of Russia under Putin however, Russia has
been able to not only afford a large navy, but station ships in the Mediterranean.
Although leased to Russia in 1971, the Tartus naval base in Syria has been expanded
in 2006 giving the Russian Federation a place to station larger warships in the
Mediterranean. Due to the close relations between Assad and Putin, the
aforementioned naval base will continue to serve as Russia’s primary foothold in the
Mediterranean, able to project Russian influence onto Turkey, Libya, Egypt and
Greece.
Tensions between Russian and NATO ships have been rising. In November 2016,
Russian warships chased away a Dutch Walrus-class submarine which had been
shadowing them. General Konashenkov stated multiple NATO submarines had been
spotted shadowing Russian ships, describing their maneuvers as “clumsy”77.
b) Instability in Libya
Since 2011, chaos and instability has taken root in Libya, with long periods of violent
civil war between government and rebel factions alike. The instability in Libya is a
direct security threat to the Alliance, with an increasing number of migrants travelling
from Libya to Europe alongside the Islamic State carving up large parts of former
Libyan territory for its own.
Under Security Council Resolution 197378, NATO was authorised intervene militarily
into Libya, ordering airstrikes on pro-government forces. Under Operation Unified
Protector79, a NATO-led coalition began to support rebel forces in the Libyan civil
war. By September of that year, the rebels had overthrown the authoritarian Gadhafi
regime. Despite this, disagreements between rebel groups in Libya resulted in a
second civil war in 2014. Governmental disorganization has resulted in a growing
conflict in Libya, exacerbating the flow of migrants into southern Europe and acting as
a fertile ground for the growth of radical terrorist groups on Europe’s doorstep.
The power vacuum in Libya has created a hotbed for terrorism, as during 2015 the
Islamic State claimed over a third of Libyan territory, including the coastal town of
Sirte. Despite ISIS being repelled from Sirte in December 201680, it would be shortsighted to believe the potential threat of ISIS in Libya is extinguished. For example,
only recently in September this year did ISIS claim responsibility for an attack on a
76
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Libyan oil company81. Moreover, the likes of Earl Schmitt describe radical Islamic
forces in Libya as a “powder-keg”, with the possibility of ISIS moving into neighbouring
countries as Chad and Tunisia82.
Aside from ISIS, the political instability in Libya has resulted in a vast wave of migrants
leaving the country as refugees. Libya is the major channel for migrants leaving Africa
to enter Europe, with a large number of such migrants heading for Italy. Italy in
particular fears many of these refugees are in fact radical extremists, merely posing as
refugees to gain access into Europe, to then perpetuate terrorist attacks in the
future83. In any case, it is the task of delegates in NATO to find solutions to the
growing instability in Libya in order to guarantee the security of Mediterranean NATO
members.
c. The Migrant Crisis
Since the Arab Spring, increasing political turmoil in the Middle East and Northern
Africa has seen millions of refugees travelling across the Mediterranean to find
sanctuary in Europe. Traversing the Mediterranean however is incredibly dangerous,
with many migrants washing up on the shores of Greece after capsizing their ships.
The number of migrants crossing the Mediterranean between January-March of this
year is 30% higher than the previous year84, with the UNHRC finding that the death
rate for every 100 arrivals climbing from 1.8 in 2015 to 3.4 in 201685. Not only does
this present a humanitarian disaster, but increasing levels of migration are seen to be
linked to the rise of terrorist activity in Europe.
Although a UN report found no link between high levels of migration and terrorism86, a
majority of citizens in European nations continue to believe migration is linked to
security problems. In turn, the growth of radical right wing parties across the continent
has been fueled by migration. Therefore, for a majority of members of NATO, the
growth of migration is a threat to the faith in government and political party support.
Using military assets to combat high-levels of migration is therefore linked to electoral
popularity, and is seen as a high priority amongst a significant proportion of NATO
members.

3. Bloc positions
a. The United States of America & North America
81
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The United States of America
is a key player in the
Mediterranean
because
it
funds a majority of the NATO
military assets in the region.
Due to its historical presence
and unmatched strength, the
Balkans, Cyprus as well as
other NATO members rely on America for their security. The unparalleled military
strength of the US has allowed Trump to somewhat controversially threaten the US
withdrawal from NATO87. Given that only a handful of states have met their 2%
defense spending target, the US seems committed to increase allied spending,
whether through fire or fury.
In the American policy maker’s mind, the Mediterranean area is significant in relation
to the Middle East. Specifically, the Mediterranean periphery (the Persian Gulf, the
Sahel, the Horn of Africa) is of interest to the Americans. In particular, US naval forces
stationed in the Eastern Mediterranean allow the Americans to project their influence
onto the Middle East. They firstly allow the Americans to maintain the security of
Israel, but more importantly it allows America to counter a Middle East missile attack.
Given that both Iran and Syria are developing ballistic missile arsenals with a
capability of reaching southern European states, America considers anti-missile
placements in the Mediterranean are vital to the security of NATO members along the
Mediterranean.
Their northern neighbors, the Canadians, maintain several naval and army bases
across the Mediterranean region. Since the Migrant Crisis has ensued, Canada has
upheld their humanitarian commitments and has become very proactive in accepting
refugees who attempt to cross the Mediterranean Sea88
b.

Eastern Europe

Albania, Croatia, Montenegro and Slovenia are the four Eastern European NATO
Members who are considered Mediterranean states. Specifically, some Eastern
European States fear the ever-growing strength of Russia’s presence in the region.
Over the years, Russia has sought to establish bases in several states including many
other NATO Member States as well. For example, increased Russian troops around
the Baltic states (Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia), means all these nations have a
common fear of Russia. Additionally, the close proximity of states such as Albania,
Croatia, Montenegro and Slovenia tothe Mediterranean makes them high risk states in
87
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regard to the Migrant Crisis. Both Slovenia and Croatia have enforced bans on
refugees seeking asylum in their nations for example89. This policy has been reflected
by other NATO members such as Poland, who have taken a hard line on migrants,
and will likely maintain this in discussions over NATO policy in the Mediterranean.
c.

Western Europe

Western European states such as France, Germany and Britain, although having
historic ties with the Mediterranean, tend to focus on the migrant crisis. As most of
these states are both EU and NATO states, there are criticisms both militarily and
politically that these states should play a stronger role in managing the crisis in the
region. Each state has contributed financially or allowed a certain number of refugees
into their borders. However, the wave of populism that has become rampant in these
states tends to conflict with the foreign policy agenda concerning the Mediterranean90.
Moreover, the wave of migrants into these nations tends to be directly linked to the
growth of extremist political parties. In order to maintain popularity within their
countries therefore, some of these nations have tended to encourage stricter
regulations on migrants.
d. Southern Europe

Southern European nations such as Italy, Spain and Portugal not only have coastlines
along the Mediterranean, but have long histories with Northern African nations. Thus,
the Mediterranean has always played a role in the bilateral foreign policies of Southern
European states. Throughout the Cold War era, the southern flank of NATO states
stood as guardians of the Alliance’s security in the Mediterranean and these states
played a vital role in the transatlantic cooperation initiatives. After the Cold war, the
strategic relevance of Southern Europe became diluted. This shift can be seen after
the divergence between the US and European strategic interests during the
transitional Cold War to Post-Cold War period and the disintegration of the European
Union’s security merger during the post 9/11 events. Additionally, the Arab Spring that
erupted in 2011 brought a series of further changes in the overall strategic framework
of Southern Europe in the Mediterranean91.
e.

Northern Europe

Given that NATO requires unanimity when adopting decisions, no clear direction over
a Mediterranean policy is caused by the reluctance of Scandinavian nations. Whilst
Italy, France and Spain focus on migration through the Mediterranean, Scandinavia on
the other hand has few direct interests in the Mediterranean. NATO relies on the
military contributions of its members. With this being said, Scandinavian nations are
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less likely to offer large amounts of military assets to the Mediterranean 92 .
Representatives of these countries may favour a more diplomatic solution, as this is
more cost-effective and requires less expensive military contributions.
f.

The Benelux Region

Countries in the Benelux region have a complex relationship with NATO. Due to their
size, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg do not provide as much to NATO in
terms of military assets as the U.S. for example. Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg out of the 28 members of NATO spend the lowest portion of their budget
on defense spending93. Despite this, it was only recently a Dutch submarine was
chased-off by a Russian warship, further escalating tensions with Russia in the
Mediterranean. In any case, representatives of these countries ought to consider how
to balance providing expensive military assets which may burden their economy, whilst
still fulfilling their commitments to NATO.

4. Points a Resolution Should Address
1.

Should the active missions for Operation Sea Guardian be changed?

2.

Which current problem in the Mediterranean takes priority?

3.

Should the Mediterranean Dialogue be revived?

4.

How does the breakdown of Arab-Israeli implicate the Mediterranean Dialogue?

5.

What steps can NATO take to tackle the migrant crisis?

6.

Should NATO work more or less with regional organizations to ensure security in the

Mediterranean?
7.

Should NATO call for further intervention into Libya?

8.

Who should fund military placements in the Mediterranean, and how can NATO guarantee

their commitments?

5. Further reading
We recommend visiting the NATO webpage for further details on missions/operations
in the Mediterranean. Here are also a number of very useful sources that are
worthwhile looking at in conducting your research.
For a strong criticism of EU-NATO missions in the Mediterranean, look at the following
pieces:
1. Human Rights Watch, (2016), EU/NATO: Europe’s Plans Endangers Foreigners
in Libya, https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/07/06/eu/nato-europes-planendangers-foreigners-libya
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Smith, M & Davis, I., (2011), NATO’s Mediterranean Dialogue in the wake of the Arab Spring:
Partnership for Peace or Succour for Despots?, NATO Watch, Briefing Paper No. 19
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Szlodra, P. & Associated Press, (2017), Here’s who is paying the agreed-upon share to NATO – and
who isn’t, Business Insider: http://uk.businessinsider.com/nato-share-breakdown-country-2017-2
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2. Riddervold, M. (2018), A humanitarian mission in line with human rights?
Assessing Sophia, the EU’s naval response to the migration crisis, European
Security, 27(2), pp.158-174
For a great comparison of national policies between Mediterranean states, look at the
following source
Aliboni, R.; Daguzan, J. and ; Dokos, T. (2011) Southern Europe and the
Meditteranean: National Approaches and Transatlantic Perspectives. The German
Marshall Fund ofthe United States. P.1-100.
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